
SECTION 1, SECTION 2, AND SECTION 3

Driver details (License Number, Insurance Company and Policy Driver details (License Number, Insurance Company and Policy 
Number) and vehicle information (Vehicle Damage and Vehicle 
Identification Number) are recorded. Police officers also 
document the speed limit, injuries to parties involved in the 
crash, vehicle damage and, if applicable, if drug or alcohol use 
was believed to be a factor or a drug test was administered.

TIME & LOCATION

The top of your Florida accident report documents the 
basics of your accident: City or Town, Street, Road or 
Highway, Date of Crash and Time of Crash. Additional 
information includes when law enforcement was notified 
of the crash and arrived at the accident scene.

CONTRIBUTING CAUSES

Police document how they believe the crash occurred. This includes Contributing Police document how they believe the crash occurred. This includes Contributing 
Causes (such as if a driver was drunk or had ran a stop sign) and Subsequent 
Harmful Events (such as a collision with a pedestrian or collision with another 
vehicle). Police also can document, if applicable, vehicle defects, road condition, 
type of intersection, vehicle direction of travel. Review this information carefully. 
An officer’s observations may be critical in proving fault.drug or alcohol use was 
believed to be a factor or a drug test was administered.

FLORIDA TRAFFIC CRASH 
REPORT NARRATIVE

Officers record a written narrative at the Officers record a written narrative at the 
scene of the accident. In addition to 
providing essential details not found 
elsewhere on the report, the bottom of 
the narrative reports any arrests made at 
the accident scene, witness information 
and whether an official report was filed 
after the accident.after the accident.

CRASH REPORT DIAGRAM

The crash report diagram allows officers the 
opportunity to draw a pictorial account of 
how they believe the accident occurred.


